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Enjoy a muscial evening; make your way to Bohri Mohalla 
that narrates stories from yesteryears and the exhibition 
Waste Land highlights the concept of everyday waste

EXPLORE

ThE BOhRI DELICACIES 

Indulge in traditional Bohri fare titled 
#MohallaMunch, in one of the city’s 
oldest markets, Bhendi Bazaar with 
Mumbai-based tour agency, Khaki 
Tours’. This decadent food crawl gives 
foodies a chance to try Iftar-special 
slow-cooked meaty preparations and off-
beat specialities such as a non-alcoholic 

Absinthe, Musk sandwiches, and a special curry that’s 
prepared using 12 pots. The tour will also narrate stories from 
the mohalla’s tumultuous yesteryears, and enthrall you with 
the never-heard-before legends of the city’s former don. 

On: June 30, 7pm

Starting Point: Al Rehmani Restaurant, J.J. Hospital Corner, 
Ebrahim Rehmatullah Road, Kumbharwada
Web: facebook.com/Khaki.tours

EXhIBITION 

WASTE LAND 

Contemporary art gallery, TARQ in 
partnership with the Consulate General of 
Switzerland is hosting a month-long art 
exhibition – WASTE LAND. The exhibition 
is part of the biennial public diplomacy 
campaign 70 Years of Swiss-Indian 
Friendship: Connecting Minds – Inspiring 
the Future of the Consulate General of 
Switzerland in Mumbai. On display are 
stunning installations from seven artists 
made from copper wire, nails, tape, plastic, 
old saris old electronics and bicycle 
tyres.  The exhibition brings to light not 
only a theme built around the concept of 
generic everyday waste and its abundance, 
but also implies ‘waste’ as the verb that 
designates excessive squandering. 
On: Till 4 August
At: TARQ Gallery, Dhanraj Mahal, C.S.M. 
Marg, Apollo Bunder, Colaba
Web: tarq.in

MUSIC

ThE UN-RECTIAL: A MIXED MEDIA
PERfORMANCE

Indian western classical pianist, Sahil 
Vasudeva takes the center stage at Royal 
Opera House, Mumbai’s home production, 
The Un-Recital (supported by Furtados, 
The Quarter and Avid Learning). A mixed-
media performance, is an introspective 
narrative of  Vasudeva’s journey as a 
musician juxtaposed with the chaos of the 
Capital (Delhi), the city he calls home. The 
performance will include his original works 
along with compositions by Rachmaninov, 
Chopin, and 
many Western 
greats. 
On: June 22, 
7.30pm
At: The Royal 
Opera house, 
Mumbai 
Web: insider.in
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